WAKEBOARD

RIOT NOVA
NEW

SELECTION
MURRAY

RELAPSE

SELECTION CHART

EXPLOSIVE

NEW
Abrupt release off the wake for more vertical air.

DEFINE
YOUR
STYLE

KRUZ

NEW

Because every shape in our line was designed with a different style
of ride in mind, we have created an easy, at-a-glance guide to help
point you in the right direction. As always though, we encourage
riders to swing by an authorized Hyperlite retailer and demo any
one of our shapes.

FRANCHISE

RIOT BIO

R O C K E R S & F L I G H T PAT H

BRIGADE

PRIZM
VAGABOND

The Hyperlite line features four distinct rocker lines all designed for varying styles of riders.

JAM

From a fluid Continuous rocker to an explosive Blended 3-Stage, you’re sure to find the

SLAYER

perfect fit for your style.

CONTINUOUS

STATE 2.0

The rocker line that started it all. Speed and fluid, predictable pop truly define this rocker.
Designed to carry great speed into the wake with minimal drag, a Continuous rocker generates a longer trajectory with similar pop every time.

MAIDEN

ABRUPT CONTINUOUS
This rocker line adds a little more kick to the speed that so many riders look for. The Abrupt
Continuous rocker line transitions to a slightly exaggerated tip and tail rocker creating
added pop without sacrificing speed into the wake.

#HASHTAG

CONSISTENT

Predictable release with landings further into the flats.

NEW

SUBTLE 3-STAGE
This is the stepping-stone to the 3-stage rocker style of ride. Utilizing a smaller flat spot between your feet, a Subtle 3-Stage rocker creates just enough vertical pop to know it’s there.

BLENDED 3-STAGE
Our Blended 3-Stage rocker creates explosive vertical pop. Designed to boot a rider off the

WISHBONE SCANDAL
BASELINE

VENICE

wake, the Blended 3-Stage rocker line also generates good speed into the wake without the

UNION

traditional 3-Stage drag.

EDEN 2.0

F L I G H T PAT H
RIPSAW
MOTIVE

PBJ

DIVINE

FLUID
Relaxed transitioned turns, perfect for a progressive edge.

I N S TA N T
Reacts quickly when a heel or toeside edge is initiated.

- TAKEOFF -

- LANDING -

